
What about SACD? 
 
Preface 
 
After upgrading my CD624 Philips CD-player with a new clock (rutgerS’Clock), a software decimation 
filter on an FPGA with SW from Gertjan Groot Hulze, a PCM1792 DAC and a balanced I2V-converter 
(see this website), I wonder if upgrading of the SACD-player Sony SCD-XB940QS could give some 
benefit in sound as well. The PCM1792 also has a DSD-input pin! The first question is: does the Sony 

carry a DSD signal internally and where to find it.  
The digital output carries S/PDIF (rather nice!) in CD-mode. In that mode a couple of digital filters are 
offered.  
It would be nice if an output connector carried the DSD signal in case of SACD mode to investigate it 
separately. The goal of this project, which is executed together with Gertjan Groot Hulze and  
Pieter Meijer, is to investigate if the enhanced SACD-player with a different DSD-DAC 
sounds better than the unsurpassed CD624 PCM-player. 
 

Preliminary Investigations 
 
The SACD-player we are talking about looks like: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Sound  
The first thing I did was: compare my seriously modified Philips CD624 (see this website) with 
the Sony SCD-XB940 as-is in both modes, CD and SACD.  
The used amplifier is my SSA120 solid state amp (see this website) and the loudspeaker system 
with the ‘High End Circular Cardioid Loudspeaker Array’ on the MFB-box (again: see this website).  
The Sony did not accept the BERIO-CD/SACD on Ondine. It is to say one of five attempts it was 
so kind to play in CD-mode. Other hybrid CD’s from Audiomax and BIS did not give problems.  
The music I used mainly: Graham Fitkin CIRCUIT BIS-SACD-1517 track 6: White for two pianos, 

played by Noriko Ogawa & Kathryn Stott. (I seldom heard two players so synchronised.!)  
Switching between the two modes on the Sony did not consign a great difference. The SACD-mode 
presented a little bit more outer space, and the sound is good and the dynamics are okay, until I put 
the CD in my CD624… the sound of the pianos became so genuinely, definitely in the weak parts 
and the weak touches between all the violence…. I could not switch it off !  
On the same day came a new SACD to me: The Red Violin BIS-2020. The comparison between 
SACD with the Sony and my CD624 was staggering. On the Sony Elina Vähälä’s violin came from 
behind a hurdle as became clear on the CD624 with which I could ‘see’ the violin. What a difference! 
The other instruments of the orchestra became nicely differentiated in the sound stage as well.  
I’m convinced that the miserable clock oscillator (at 45 MHz) is partly responsible, so it must be 
replaced by the rutgerS’Clock (see this website) but where to find a nice 45 MHz crystal? 
 
Inside  
If we abandon the CD-mode, it could very well be that the 45 MHz [1024Fs = 45,1584] is no longer 
required, because IC301 (Digital filter – D/A converter) in the audio section outputs 256Fs (pin 44: 
256FSO IN) to IC617 (DSD Decoder) pin 46 (BCKA) in the main section in accordance with 
Service Manual Supplement-1. 



Could it be possible to brush aside the CD-
mode by removing the audio board, replace it 
with a 256Fs rutgerS’Clock and externalise 
the DSD signal?  
This DSD signal apparently consist of 
two serial signals as with the PCM1792.  
The clock signal (64Fs) for the PCM1792 
is generated by the MAIN board.  
If we look inside the cabinet: We localise 
the AUDIO board and the MAIN board and 
look first at the AUDIO board. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The AUDIO board:  
Below we recognise IC401 and IC501, being the ‘current pulse’ ICs, IC301 (the digital filter and 
DAC) to which the 45,1584 MHz crystal has been connected.  
In the middle are the I2V converters and to the left IC308 (-12 volt stabiliser) and IC307 (+12 volt 
stab) so that a part of the power supply (elco’s) is on this board as well (at least for the audio).  
Left from the elco’s (under the ferrite beat) is the mute relays and the headphone amp (IC331). 
 
The connector CN303 has been linked to CN608 on the MAIN board, and CN302 to CN611 with 
the DSD signals, the 256Fs-, 128Fs- and 64Fs-clock. Also a mute is present (AMUTZ). 



At the MAIN board  
the DSD decoder (IC617) has bean fixed close to CN608 with the two DSD signals at the pins 
9 (SDATAR) and 11 (SDATAL).  
The connections of CN303 are in the same sequence as those of CN608 because of the flat 
cable between them. Equally for CN302 and CN611. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The connections of CN608 are: The connections of CN611 are:  

1 - CDDATA,  data for CD 2 - 256FSO IN, <<< 256Fs 
3 - CDBCK, BitClock for CD  64Fs 4 - FILCTRL,  low 
5 - CDLRCK, LeftRightClock for CD 5 - AMUTZ, (¬ mute) >>> 
7 - SBCK (128FSO) IN,   <<< 128Fs 6 - INIT,  high 
9 - SDATAR,  DATAR with DSD 8 - LATCH,  high 

11 - SDATAL,  DATAL with DSD 10 - SHIFT,  high 
13 - LT64FSO OUT, >>> 64Fs 12 - DATA,  high 
15 - D/O = SPDIF 32Fs? 14 - MODE, high = SACD, low = CD 
The even pins 2 – 16 are GND. 15 - AIHOT,  low 

The pin numbering of CN303 and CN302 16 - AICOLD  low. 
on the AUDIO board has been reversed. The not mentioned pins are GND. 
 
Some exploratory measurements and deliberations 
 
The power supply voltages on the AUDIO board:  
The voltages at CN301 (at the right) are (not-stabilised) over 17 volt, so that the 12 volt 
stabilisers IC308 and IC307 could be replaced with ±15 volt TentLabs types for the filters on the 
new AUDIO board, if required.  
The voltage at CN304 is +5 volt with an analogue and a digital ground… The digital part of the 
PCM1792 could be supplied via a TentLabs stabiliser of 3.3 volt, the analogue part via a 5 volt 
one. IC903 (BA05T on the POWER board) should be short circuited. 
 
The signals on the connectors CN608 and CN611 are 3 volt. Most signals do not change with a 
running or stopped CD/SACD. Apart from the DATA and clock signals AMUTZ and MODE are of 
interest. AMUTZ points out to be a ‘not mute’ signal and MODE indicates the CD / SACD mode! 
This still does not define the direction of the signals. 
 
At least the red labels in the list above should be connected. 



Without the original AUDIO board? 
 
What about the other connectors?  
The white cable with the ferrite beat CN301 at the left comes from the power 
board. CN351 at the oblique part is the three pins connector for the head-phones.  
At the right remains CN304 (3 pins) for +5 volt and two ground connections from the power supply. 
The mute relay and the headphone amp have been placed under the ferrite beat at the left edge of 
the board. 
 
The space occupied by the AUDIO board will be large enough for the PCM1792 with its 
balanced I2Vs and analogue low pass filters and mute circuit. The LF-output will be connected 
with a DIN-connector to the outside world.  
In case the player will only be available for SACD. On the other hand the player always could be 
taken back to its origin by remounting the AUDIO board . 
 
Which signals does the MAIN board really need from the AUDIO board or its substitute? 
 
Some clock signals of course but what precisely? 256Fs and 128Fs. It seems that the 45.1584 
MHz oscillator arouses them. These should be supplied by the new clock.  
Surprise: The MAIN board needs nothing from the AUDIO board to run properly !! If the AUDIO 
board has been demounted completely, the player runs like a charm in both modes and is able to be 
switched from CD >> SACD visa versa with the remote control !  
However: no any clock signal or DSD-signal performs on the connectors CN608 and CN611 if 
they are not connected to the AUDIO board. The not connected AUDIO board performs at 
CN303/7 a 128Fs, and at CN302/2 a 256Fs signal so the direction is clear.  
MODE comes from the MAIN board. MODE = low means CD-mode. 
 
Which signals does the PCM1792 need? 
 
SDATAR, SDATAL and 64Fs = 2.8224 MHz, all jitter-free ! A good solution could be to let the three 
signals pass the FPGA (for synchronisation and) for a decent start up to prevent the DAC from 
TDMCA erroneously. These signals should be reclocked (with the 256Fs clock signal) before they 
enter the PCM1792 because the clock is input to SCK in stead of BCK so that an internal 
reclocking does not take place.  
Of course there is no DATAL and DATAR when the system is in CD mode which is undesirable for 
the PCM1792, so the FPGA has to generate a ‘dummy zero signal’. For this reason MODE should be 
input to the FPGA.  
The program in the FPGA also prepares the PCM1792 for DSD at start up via I2C.  
Moreover the FIR low pass filters should be served and their bandwidth should be selected with 
the switches on the FPGA (via I2C). 
 
The PCM1792  
A first look at the documentation shows the pinning of the IC: 
 

 
The digital input side is at the left and the 
analogue output side is at the right. The power 

supply voltage VDD (left) must be 3.3 volt and 

the supply voltages VCC2L, VCC1 and VCC2R at 
the right must be 5 volt. The four analogue 
ground connections (AGNDxx) and the digital 
ground (DGND) and the decoupling of the 

power supply connections (VDD and 3x 

VCCxx) should be connected to one and the 
same ground plane to avoid earth currents 
through the IC ! 





The I2V-converter 

 
For the DSD-mode the manual 
of the PCM1792 advices the 
diagram to the left. The cut off 
frequency of this forth order filter 
is 38 kHz. What about the coop-
eration with the FIR filter? In 
previous I2V applications for 
PCM (see this website) an  
LT1028 has been used for the 
I2V and the OPA134 as filter op 
amp (see below).  
Perhaps that I2VC is to be 
preferred. At least it offers 
less noise over 1 MHz.  
With current sources some  
5 mA could be supplied to the 

virtual grounds to enlarge the 

head-room of the OPA2134’s… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
With the low pass filter R4, R5 = 2200 Ω and C2, C3 = 470 pF, C1.R2 should be 1.804 µs. R2 
should be lowered because of the high currents from the PCM1792 to 680 Ω so that C1 should be 
2700 pF, which yields 1.836 µs. Simulation still evinces a phase linearity error of less than 0.5º 
within the audio range as long as C0 =< 1 µF.  
The PCM1792 is a DAC with balanced outputs but connected to a single analog supply of 5 V. The 

four currents from this DAC without signal are 5 mA DC with a differential audio of 7,8 mApp super-
imposed (at 0 dB). With R2 and R12 = 680 Ω the output of the LT1028’s is about 3.4 volt DC with an 
amplitude of 2.65 V audio superimposed on it. The output swing of the OPA2134’s is from nearly 
0.75 to 6.05 volt. 



The spectrum of a DSD signal of 1000 Hz (as from the AD1 of GrimmAudio). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mode control of the PCM1792 
 
To get the PCM1792 in the desired mode, some control signals should be applied during start 
up. This is served by the program on the FPGA board: NEXYS 2 from DIGILENT with the 
XILINX SPARTAN XC3S500E chip on it. Much too powerful but suitable.  
This board could be fixed over the MAIN board. 
 
The POWER board 
 
The power supply board has four output connectors: two analogue ones CNP902 CN301 and CN903 
CN304 on the AUDIO board, and two digital connectors: CN904 MAIN board and CN905 DISPLAY 
board.  
The power supply supports two separate circuits: analogue and digital, including two 
transformers!!! The need for such a stringent separation is not needed any more since the 
TenLabs parallel stabilisers, but we leave this setup. Mind the ground currents.  
Stays the question of the power supply for the FPGA and the rutgerS’Clock….. 
 

Global Design 
 
The clock signals are acquired from a rutgerS’Clock at 256Fs = 11,2896 MHz.  

The voltage of the power supply 
must be at least 15 volt because of 
the TentLabs stabilisers which 
power the oscillator and the ‘slicer’. 
I = 85 mA at 15 V.  
The Xtal in the box and this box in 

turn is haltered loose in the chassis 

of the player to avoid microphonics. 

 
The 128Fs clock signal will be 
obtained by a divide-by-two 
circuit on the FPGA. 

 
 

 

Reclocking Circuit 
 
Because the system clock (SCK) of the PCM1792 is controlled by the ‘Bit Clock’ at 64Fs from the 
main board (via the FPGA), this signal must be reclocked just as the two data signals DATA_R 
and DATA_L before they enter the PCM1792 with the low jitter 256Fs from the rutgerS’Clock.  
The next diagram could be of interest: 



The names of the signals 
will be used differently 
sometimes without 
confusion.  
The three signals from the 

MAIN board pass through 

the FPGA for different 

reasons as mentioned 

earlier so the 

synchronisation between 

the 64Fs-clock and the 

SDATA is fixed. 
 
 

 
New AUDIO board 
 
The new AUDIO board will look like the pictures in the paragraph ‘De mechanische opbouw’ 
in the article: ‘Ombouw van een CD624 met FPGA en PCM1792’. The dimensions should 
be adjusted for the space in the SACD-player of course.  
There are still some questions about the fixing of the females for CN303 and CN302 which 
cannot be mounted directly on a 0.1” board . Their dimensions are metric!  
In the new situation these connections should direct to the FPGA board from which 
connections are channeled to the AUDIO board. An adapter (cable) should be prepared. 
 
The adapter MAIN- FPGA- AUDIO-board 
 
Two 16p flat cables from the MAIN board should be connected to JA, JC and JD of the FPGA 
board. The adapter also serves the connections to the AUDIO board. 

 
 
Mind that the numbering sequence of the pins of CN302 and CN303 has been reversed to 
agree with CN311 and CN308 on the MAIN board.  
To examine if the absolute phase of the system is correct, a DSD-signal could be short-
circuited to see if the corresponding audio output goes negative!   

 



Power Supplies 
 

The digital power supply for the MAIN board etc. will be left aside.  
Stabilising power voltages could best be done with TentLabs shunt regulators: 
http://tentlabs.com/Components/Shuntcomp/index.html  
The versions are ±15 volt 30 mA, ±5 volt 80 mA and +3.3 volt 100 mA.  
The balanced I2V’s with 4x LT1028 and 6x OPA134 draw at least 70 mA so that the ±15 V 
regulators will not satisfy. General 15 volt regulators (7815 / 7915) with a descent low pass 
filter (elco’s and TentLabs 400 mH chokes) will be used instead, powered via CNP902 
CN301.  
The PCM1792 takes < 40 mA for the +5 volt analogue part and 15 – 45 mA for the +3.3 volt 
digital part and will be powered via CN903 CN304. Both regulators (in ‘parallel’) are put on the 
AUDIO board and circuit IC903 will be short circuited.  
The both ground connections: (D)GND and MONDGND will be short circuited because of 
the inter-connection of them on the (old) AUDIO board. 
 
What about the supply for the FPGA board? 
 
In the Reference Manual:  
Total board current depends on the FPGA configuration, clock frequency, and 
external connections. In test circuits with roughly 20K gates routed, a 50MHz clock 
source, and all LEDs illuminated, about 200mA of current is drawn from the 1.2V 
supply, 50mA from the 2.5V supply, and 100mA from the 3.3V supply. Required 
current will increase if larger circuits are configured in the FPGA, and if peripheral 
boards are attached. 
 
To me ‘50 mA from a 2.5V supply and 100 mA from a 3.3V supply’ seems a mistake. In 
a PCM application I remember me a fluctuation between 50 and 150 mA @ 5V 
depending on the audio processed. No reason for building a separate power supply.  
The next question is: where to connect it to the digital POWER board. To 5V regulator 
IC906 or the 3.3V regulator IC907?  
But what about ‘FGND’, ‘GND’, ‘AGND’, ‘MGND’ and ONDGND’?‘M ‘GND’ means ‘ground’ 
and ‘AGND’ means ‘analogue ground’ I guess, but no one has been connected directly to 
the chassis on the POWER board (only via 10 nF!).  
Taking the layout of the AUDIO- and POWER board in consideration, the designers of the 
system had some strange ideas about grounding. If there is no tension across them I tend to 
shortcut C993, C992 and C991 (10 nF). Done! The connection of the GND’s to chassis is once 
more done via the ground plane of the AUDIO board (via CN903 and CNP902) and evidently 
also by other circuits because the ground of the POWER board measures 0 Ω to the chassis.  
The FPGA has been connected to the +5V on CN904/6 because IC906 becomes the least 
warm of all regulators and the +5V looks rather clean on the oscilloscope. [The voltage on the 
+12V pins (CN904/1.2) fluctuate with the servo currents and are thus not usable for other 
purposes.] 
 
The rutgerS’Clock needs at least +15 volt which is not available on the POWER board so an extra 

power supply should be appended. A separate not regulated 15 volt mains-plug-power-supply 

(which unloaded voltage is 22 volt) will be taken apart. With 73 Ω in series with the oscillator this 

becomes 16 V. 

 

Detailed Design & Implementation 
 
Fixing the PCM1792 on a small adapter board: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Placing the PCM1792 on the adapter board 
 
Position the IC and clamp it with a crocodile clamp (left) and solder all connections at the same 
time. 

Take the Chemtronics solder-wick (the only wick you should use !) and try to undo the soldering. 
Because of the capillaries this will not happen. Only the superfluous solder will be removed. 

 
Below the results of this action. 



 
 
 
The I2V converter 
 
The frequency response of the I2VC plus low pass filter as suggested in the Global Design is:  

0 dB at 1 kHz 

-0.6 dB at 20 kHz 
-1 dB at 25 kHz 
-3 dB at 46 kHz 
-6 dB at  70 kHz  

 -10 dB at 104 kHz, with a source impedance of 1200 Ω into the virtual ground. 
 
 
 
 

Power supplies for the PCM1792 
 
The PCM1792 takes < 40 mA for the +5 volt analogue part and 15 – 45 mA for the +3.3 volt digital part. 

Both TentLabs stabilisers are put on the 

AUDIO board. The TenLabs parallel 

stabilisers (left the 3.3V, and right for 5V) 

typically take respectively 100 and 80 mA. In 

case 155 and 110 mA ! This has been 

reduced by removing one of the two 

resistors in the yellow circle. The one is 

twice as large as the other (12 and 6.8 Ω on 

the 3.3V and 15 and 8.2 Ω on the 5V 

version).  
Removing the smallest resistor reduces 
the maximum current to 1/3 of the typical 
value, removing the larger one reduces 
the current to 2/3. In case I should remove 
the smaller ones to reduce to 65 mA and 
about 50 mA respectively.  
The source on the POWER board delivers 
nearly 10 V. To avoid too much dissipation 
series resistors are implemented: 47 Ω with 
the 3.3V and 33 Ω with the 5V stabiliser 
which are fixed at the backside after remov-
ing the 0Ω-‘resistor’ left-below on the board. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Power supply for the Reclocking circuit 
 
The 74AC175 (single, not two) needs a clock signal and the three signals to be ‘reclocked’ of 3 
volt. The power supply is taken from the 3.3 volt regulator. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Overview of the new system 
 
With the picture below is shown what the internals of the new SACD player look like. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Assembling the rutgerS’Clock 
 

The small PCB has been put in a 
tin which in turn has been fixed in 
a lead shell to make it heavier and 
put up springy so that 
microphonics will be suppressed. 
Also care is taken to the coax 
cable and the supply cord. 



Fixing the FPGA 
 

The FPGA has been placed over 
the MAIN board with two stand 
offs to the bottom of the cabinet 
near the CD-reader and a slide 
that fits in the large plug on the 
FPGA board.  
The display is partly hidden by 
a piece of the cabinet.  
The programming is done via 
the programming USB for which 
connector a small piece from the 
CD-reader should be removed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The adapter between Main board, Audio board and FPGA 
 
The connections are treated in the Global Design extensively. Here is sufficed with some pictures. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The adapter disconnected partly 



The AUDIO board 
 
The new AUDIO board became the dimensions of the old AUDIO board and has been fixed in 
about the same way. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The POWER board 
 
has been changed very little according to the Global Design. The extra 16 volt power supply for 
the rutgerS’Clock has been added with a rubber sheet to damp the 100 Hz hum to the cabinet. 



The SOFTWARE 
 
The software, running on the FPGA board, has been prepared by Gertjan Groot Hulze. It is loaded 
via the small USB port. 
 

Evaluation 
 
The designing and building of the SACD-player with a better DAC and I2VC is no sinecure. 
 
A copy of the connection table in the Preliminary Investigations: 
 
The connections of CN608 are: The connections of CN611 are:  

1 - CDDATA,  data for CD 2 - 256FSO IN, <<< 256Fs 
3 - CDBCK, BitClock for CD  64Fs 4 - FILCTRL,  low 
5 - CDLRCK, LeftRightClock for CD 5 - AMUTZ, (¬ mute) >>> 
7 - SBCK (128FSO) IN,   <<< 128Fs 6 - INIT,  high 
9 - SDATAR,  DATAR with DSD 8 - LATCH,  high 

11 - SDATAL,  DATAL with DSD 10 - SHIFT,  high 
13 - LT64FSO OUT, >>> 64Fs 12 - DATA,  high 
15 - D/O = SPDIF 32Fs? 14 - MODE, high = SACD, low = CD 
The even pins 2 – 16 are GND. 15 - AIHOT,  low 
The pin numbering of CN303 and CN302 16 - AICOLD  low. 
on the AUDIO board has been reversed. The not mentioned pins are GND. 

 
The first attempts with the programs 5t00 and 5t01 (in which the phase of the 128Fs has 
been changed) failed:  
No sound. 
 
The DBCK from JC1/1 with 50% duty cycle, via 74HC175 13>15 to PCM1792/7 (SCK) becomes 
a duty cycle of 70%.... which has been solved with 12 pF across the connector JC1/1 (64Fs) and 
ground.  
No sound. 
 
Bypassing the reclocking circuit bare nice signals of the three DSD lines on the oscilloscope but still 
no sound if at all with headphones on DATAL or DATAR. 
 
Next step: remount the old AUDIO board and test which connections of the flat cables (between 
connector CN608 to CN303 and between CN611 to CN302) are indispensable for the correct 
functioning of the MAIN board. This will not be easy because the connector springs are 
underneath the short flat cables so that the contacts can’t be disconnected by putting a small 
isolating blade between the spring and the flat cable contact in question. 
 

The disaster! 
 
First things first, the Japanese developers with Sony do not know how to ground circuits along with 
power supplies. One of the mistakes is to keep them floating, every voltage separated. All ‘grounds’ 
have been connected to the cabinet via 10 nF (for HF?). The first thing I did, working on the 
POWER-board, is to shortcut the 10 nF capacitors. However….  
In the Sony SCD-XB940 SACD is a very miserable, nasty circuit for the 3.3 volt which powers 
the MAIN board and the transport (partly).  

The rectifier, connected to a separate winding 
on one of the transformers, carries (unloaded) 
about 14 volt! A voltage regulator reduces this to 
3.3 V. The supply has been connected to the 
circuitry with a multi pin connector. 

 
Question-1: why is the voltage before the regula-

tor that preposterous high? The dissipation will run 

to high with a load of 330 mA. 
 

Question-2: what the hell does the 5 watt 33 Ω 

resistor do in parallel to the regulator? It reduces 

the dissipation, worsening the action of the regulator so that it must be followed by 2200 µF? 
Even worse is that the voltage at the unplugged power supply becomes 14 volt over 3200 µF!!  
(even if the mains are disconnected after some fixing on it). When the plug is reconnected, the circuits  
designed for 3.3 volt - will be powered with 14 volt across 3200 µF  ... and ... will (did) 
not survive ….. 
 

What next? 
 
Buy another SCD-XB940 on the second hand market and update the power supply.!!! 



The new situation 
 
The difficulties mentioned under Evaluation could be circumvented. The goal of this exercise was 
to experience the difference between an upgraded DSD-player and the 16 bits, 44.1 kHz PCM-
player-with-the-SW-decimation-filter (CD624).  
So, the exercise could also be executed with two equal looking cabinets, one with a good functioning 
SACD player from which the DSD signals could be extracted, and another with the ‘DSD-DAC’ on the 
new AUDIO-board, the rutgerS’Clock and the FPGA-board. Even synchronisation of the two clocks is 
not required because the ROM memory on the FPGA is large enough to buffer the data. 
 

In more detail: 
 
Noisy data- and clock signals are enhanced by reclocking them with a jitter-poor clock. But, because 
of crosstalk, really bad signals will not become ‘clean’. Reclocking acts as a filter that cannot sup-
press all misery and cross talk.  
The 45 MHz clock in the 940 is rather lousy so that replacing it with a better clock could enhance 
the final results. TentLabs delivers clock sets like XO3.2: 
http://www.tentlabs.com/Products/cdupgrade/xo2xo3/index.html  
Dick van Merwe (‘Triode Dick’) wrote his walkthrough with a Sony SCD-XB940: 
http://www.triodedick.com/sony940_met_superklok.htm alas in Dutch... with a cardinal error!! 
The TentLabs print needs at least 8 volt and could better be connected to pin 3 of IC307 (12 V). 
Guido (TentLabs) also offers an instruction: 
http://www.tentlabs.com/Products/cdupgrade/xo2xo3/assets/XO23mounting.pdf 
 
So before the DSD signals and the 64Fs clock are channeled to the DSD DAC-cabinet, they 
have been made rather jitter-free.  
One of the advantages of this plan is that the original SACD-player is preserved with a better 
clock and will sound better! 
 

Listening to the Sony SCD-XB940 enhanced with TentLabs clock 
 
Before moving forward we compare the 940 again with the perfected CD624 as done in the beginning. 

With the TentLabs clock on the XO3.2, the difference between them should be (much) smaller. 

And indeed, the difference is smaller but the CD624 still wins! Its sound stage is much more pre-
cise: the instruments are smaller and less tall! The basses of a piano stay with the piano from the 
same direction as the treble, and do not become vague as with the 940. Low frequency percussions 
are small in all dimensions. The sound stage seems a bit closer to the listener.  
To me the marking of the different musicians (in a small ensemble) is important. A precise sound image of 

a reproduction in my living room compensates the presence of the musicians with a live concert! With a 

precise sound image I could feel the presence of the musicians again, certainly if it concerns a recording 

of myself. 
 
The difference between CD- and SACD-mode of the 940 stays small and depends on the disc played. 
 

The 940 Player         
The SACD XB940 player will be equipped with an output plug which carries the five signals: 
DSDRin, DSDLin, DBCKin (64 Fs), ¬mute, mode and GRND. They should be tapped from the flat 
cable plugs: CN303 and CN302 on the AUDIO board. 

If the DSD signals and the clock should be reclocked will be 
decided later. 
 
A part of the AUDIO board.



The same part of the AUDIO board as above as found in the manual. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The connectors CN303 and CN302 from the bottom side. In this document the pin numbering has 
been reversed in comparison to this picture! 
 

Next: building the DSD-DAC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The DSD-DAC2 will be prepared in a separate 940-cabinet.  
The DSD-DAC2 contains the FPGA-board, the rutgerS’Clock and the new AUDIO-board. Alongside the 
control software for the PCM1792 DAC chip, the FPGA will serve as a large FIFO buffer for the DSD  
data to cope with the small differences between the 64Fs clock from the 940 (earlier called: DBCKin) 



and the 64Fs clock of the DSD-DAC (earlier called: DBCKuit). DBCKin serves the ‘loading’ into the 
FPGA of the data and DBCKuit the extraction of them before it will enter the new AUDIO-board. 
 
DBCKuit (64Fs) will be obtained from CLKin (256Fs) within the FPGA so that it agrees with DSDRuit and 

DSDLuit. These will be reclocked with 256Fs (from the rutgerS’Clock) as a reference. 

 
The POWER board in the DAC must be changed. At least R901 (33 Ω, 5 W) must be removed just for 

elegance.  

The 3.3 V (at ©, see below for the diagram as in the manual) output will not be used any more. 
 
Of course the transport and the MAIN BOARD in this DSD-DAC cabinet will be made tensionless 
(release CN904 © [and CN905 (K) if the error message on the display should be avoided]). 
IC903 (near H) must be bridged to serve the DAC on the new AUDIO board.  
(I) supplies the AUDIO board. 
 

 
The rutgerS’Clock needs some 15 V, which could be supplied by adding two supply voltages instead 
of the earlier planned separate power supply. The 5 volt from IC906 and the 12 volt from IC907 will be 
used. The ground lead of IC907 is disconnected and connected to the + of IC906, so that the second 
pin of CN904 will carry 17 V. 



The FPGA is powered by IC 906 (5 V). 
 
For grounding C991, C992 and C993 are short circuited again. 
 

Also the flat cables from the MAIN board to the FPGA will be removed. ‘The adapter MAIN-FPGA-
AUDIO-board’ will become “The FPGA-AUDIO-board Adapter” and be adjusted for different func-
tions as shown above. 
 

Experiences 
 
First has been measured if and when the output signals of the player (transport, if you like) extant. 
The 64Fs clock is always there.  
The both DSD DATA signals as well. The contents of the data signals change during playing in 
SACD-mode.  
The ¬mute works in both modes.  
MODE is permanently high in SACD-mode.  
The signals are +3 V and fluctuate some 5% with a frequency of about 1 Herz when the disc moves…. 
After loading the software ‘top_5t03.bit’ (prepared by Gertjan Groot Hulze, who else) the system 
played straight ahead!! 
 

How does it sound? 
 
With the first selected SACD’s (see later) the sound was worse than from the perfected CD624. The 
sound, the tone is correct but the size of the instruments in the sound stage is too vague in all three 
dimensions. Moreover, with the Stockhausen-CD (see later) some strange things happen: the total 
sound stage moves to the right and some instruments are positioned on a total different place! 
 

What next? 
 
Is this project come to nothing? It is hardly to believe that a signal with more than 4.5 times the bits, 
compared with CD quality (16 bit, 44.1 kHz PCM with an unsurpassed FIR decimation filter) sounds 
that poor. We will give it another try……  
Gertjan composed another program for the FPGA 500 board in the DSD-DAC (with the data buffer) so 
that the board gets an SPDIF output for 24bit HiRes PCM (176.4 kHz, computed by means of down-
sampling of the 1 bit 64Fs DSD signal into 24 bit 4Fs). This signal will be entered into the upgraded 
DAC of the CD624 (with the FPGA FIR filter) to compare the results of SACD against CD with one and 
the same DAC and I2V.  
So we get five audio signals to compare: 
 
- CD from the original SACD SCD-XB940QS,  
- SACD from the original SACD player,  
- SACD from the with the DSD-DAC upgraded SCD-XB940QS,  
- SACD from the with the DSD to 24bit HiRes 4Fs PCM converted SPDIF in the CD624-DAC, and  
- CD from the CD624 with the FPGA FIR filter equipped DAC (16bit, 44.1 kHz PCM)   
of which the last three are the most interesting of course. 
 
Note: with SPDIF is meant SPDIF with a signal measure of 3 Vpp instead of 1 Vpp. 
 

The activities 
 
Load the SW top_8G0b (instead of 8t28) into the 1200 FPGA in the CD624. 
 
Prepare an SPDIF input B&C-connector at the CD624 and connect it to the FPGA 1200 board: 
Interconnect pin 1 and 2 on JB1 for automatic detection of SPDIF on pin 4 of JD1 (from the 624 

transport) or ‘HiRes-SPDIF’ (from the DSD-DAC) on pin 1 (2 or 3). 
 
Prepare the SPDIF output B&C-connector at the DSD-DAC and connect it to the FPGA 500 board 
(JB1-1) and load the SW top_5t06. 
Interconnect the DSD-DAC via the new SPDIF-connectors to the CD624. 
 

First test of CD624-SPDIF input 
 
With the 8G0b SW the new SPDIF-input on the CD624 also should play ‘normal’ SPDIF from the 940.  
For this the level must be enlarged to 3.3 Vpp AC. This has been executed by removing R355 (2.2k), 
R356 (220) the buffer transistor 2SC1623 and interconnect the pads of R355 and R357 on the (old)  
AUDIO board. Now the SPDIF output is 3.3 Vpp with 68 Ω and some µF in series. This signal satisfies 
the 1200 FPGA in the CD624.  



Now playing CD from the 940 or the 624 via the 624-DAC is transparent indeed. 
 

Input selection 
 
If the 960 and the 624 are halted they output an SPDIF-mute signal. 
With the 8G0b SW (in the 624) the automatic selection operates as follows:  
There is a priority for the external signal of 1Fs, 2Fs or 4Fs into the 624 (at pin1 of JD1).  
If no signal at the external input, the SW switches to the internal 624 transport (at pin4 of JD1). 
So, with a switch in the SPDIF interconnection between 940 and the 624-DAC could be select-
ed quickly.  
The automatic selection works also with SPDIF-mute signals. 
 

Buffering 
 
The bare interconnection of the 4Fs-SPDIF signal with a 20 cm long 50 Ω cable did not work. To 
make the interconnection cable independent, at least the outputs should be 50 Ω. The FPGA inputs 
do have a pull up or a pull down resistor which is decided in the SW. In our case the pull up resistor is 
~3 kΩ so that an SPDIF signal of less than 3 Vtt does not trigger the input which is the case with the 

4Fs SPDIF signal. An external 3 kΩ pulls down the FPGA input to 1.5 VDC so that triggering is grant-
ed. Mind that the output impedance of the 74HC04 is about 20 Ω in this configuration. 

 

 

 

 
 
Inversion of SPDIF 
signals is allowed! 
 

 
 
 
 

And… How does it sound? 
 
I tryed five SACD’s: 
 
1. ‘Gruppen for three orchestras’ of Karlheinz Stockhausen on ET’CETERA. Recorded in 

Het Concertgebouw in Amsterdam with six orchestras! 
 
2. ‘Circuit’ of Graham Fitkin on BIS-SACD-1517. 
 
3. ‘Dutch Cello Sonates’ VOL.1 by Doris Hochscheid<violoncello>, Frans van Ruth <piano> on 

Audiomax 903 1534-6. 
 
4. ‘The Red Violin’ of Corigliano & Kuusisto by Elina Vähälä and Simfonia Lahti on BIS-2020 | SACD 
 
5. ‘Piano Concerto No.4 in G, op.58 and two sonatas: No.14 & No.31 of Beethoven by Dejan Lazic’ 

on Channel Classics CCS SA 30511.  
6. Some other SACD’s which were at hand. 
 
All these disks sound great in CD-mode: a nice intonation, timbre and a wide and defined sound stage. 
 
Together with Pieter and Gertjan has been listened on March 1, 2016 to the five options. 
 

Well... 
 
The sound from SACD is more beautiful as that from Preceding the listening tests from all SACD’s in 

question, CD-copies had been made with the program Exact Audio Copy on my desktop. These copies 

were placed into the CD624 together with the original SACD in the XB940. Hence comparison became 

simple by switching between the different sources.   

 

Summary 
 
In retrospect every game could have been gained the victory. In this project many steps could 
have been skipped:  

- the update of the 45 MHz clock oscillator in the XB940 with a TentLabs clock,  
- the extension with the HiRes SPDIF output via the FPGA board,  



- as the supplement of the HiRes SPDIF input at the DAC of the CD624 with the 
necessity software.  

The issues really needed are:  
- update the power supply of the XB940,  
- a six pins output with the DSD-signals from the MAIN board at the XB940 (SDIF-3 + mode 

& ¬mute),  
- an external DSD-DAC with the NEW AUDIO board with the PCM1792 in DSD-mode. 

 
Whatever you do, design a new power supply including the power transformers! After playing for 
some hours the XB940 becomes hot that serious that it does not accept another SACD!! E.g. the two 
too small transformers become more than 60º C….  
If this is too much effort, at least remove the criminal R901(33 ohm, 5 watt, see thither). 
 
Depending on the trade mark of the disks, SACD sounds much better than CD. From my 
limited collection, Channel Classics and MDG are far the best choice.  
I consider building equipment for DSD-files from Internet. I have no idea of their quality but at least 
the recordings from Channel Classics will be worth it.  
 

BUT-2: 
 

The 940-player gets hot after an hour of usage despite an aperture of 10 x 10 cm over the POWER 
board in the cover of the cabinet! At least the digital transformer T901 (connections L) becomes over 
60º C. It is that serious that SACD’s are not accepted any more.... 
This is not a question of saturation (the unloaded transformers do not get warm) but stems from 
copper losses. Replacing the transformer by switching adaptors obtained from main plugs, could be a 
solution. Don’t be afraid for switch mode supplies because this unit (the player) operates only digital 
signals in our application.  
Looking at the POWER board in the player (below) we see that low drop regulators (BA000T) are 
used: the input voltage needs to be only 1 volt higher than the output voltage. 
 

The switching adaptors in question are: 12 V – 2 A and 5 V – 1 A.  
Connection I is not stabilised (±17 V) for the audio board. 
Connection H serves the LF mute (on the old AUDIO board) so draws just a small current.  
Connection C serves the MAIN board. The 12 V could be supplied directly from the 12 V supply,  
the 5 V directly from the 5 V supply and the 3.3 V via IC904 from the 5 V supply. 
The connections to the transformers (L and M) are left alone.  
 
In short:  
Remove IC905, IC907 and connect their outputs directly to the 12 V – 2 A supply. 
Remove IC906 and connect its output to the 5 V – 1 A supply. 
Disconnect the input of IC904 and connect it to the 5 V – 1 A supply. 
The both transformers stay connected for the high voltages with low currents.  
 
 
Sony has some strange ideas about grounding! They do not believe that a solid ground plane is the 
best in all cases, not only with HF circuits. Therefore shortcut C991, C992 and C993. And 
interconnect all pins 2 of the regulators, also in our case where only IC903 and IC904 remain.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Below is the layout of the POWER board (connector side):  
 



 
 
 

Did it help? 
  

The mains voltage is more than 230 V in Eindhoven. If this voltage is lowered to 110 V with a variac, 
the system is still running so does the DSD-output because the switch mode power supplies on the 
FPGA still deliver 12 and 5 volt resp.  
The AUDIO board starts with 150 volt. (The display shines less obviously.)   
The question is: Why did the system not function without the AUDIO board as we saw before? 
 
IT STILL GETS HOT!!! An SACD-disk still is not accepted after an hour of operation. It is the dissi-
pation in the laser-transport unit and the MAIN board! The only solution is a fan! So another aperture 
has been sawn into the lid of the cabinet and a 7 x 7 cm 12 V ventilator has been build into, running on 
8 V (from another switch mode supply) to lower the noise..... It can be switched off. This helps!! See 
below. 



The separate DSD-DAC, which is placed over this player to keep dust out of it, becomes very helpful 
for playing DSD-files from Internet! This subject has been treated in the document: “DSD van Internet, 
hoe dan?” (in Dutch).  
 
9-15-2016 
 

Conclusion 
 

If you do not poses a (great) precious number of SACD’s, don’t put the effort in upgrading a Sony 
SACD player. It was a very educational experience but no much more.  
On 30-1-2019 I took much time to listen to the final results. For this I used the computer copies 
(16b@44.1kHz) of the SACD’s in my CD624 player to compare them with the original SACD’s in the 
rebuilt SACD-player (SCD-XB940QS). Only with very good recordings (eg. Stockhausen) I could here  
a difference! More space in the sound image.  
Moreover the mechanical reliability of the SACD transport is rather poor.  
I will try another SACD player, eg. the Marantz SE8400 to repeat the exercise….  
 
2 - 6-2018 
30-1-2019 
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